Build Huge Lists, Skyrocket Your Profits and Take Control of Your Email... Starting Now

Rapid Mailer is the Ultimate Self-Managed Autoresponder Platform to Maximize Your Email Marketing

IMSC Rapid Mailer Features:
- Zero Monthly Fees Saves You a Fortune in Autoresponder Costs
- Unrestrictive Importing and Mailing for Full Control of Your Campaigns
- Create Profitable Paid Mailing Lists Instantly (No one else does this!)
- New Marketing Friendly, Ultra-Simple Set Up... Be Up and Running Fast!
- Full Email Statistics & Click Tracking for Ultimate Campaign Tracking

Why Are So Many Marketers Using RapidMailer?
Many smart marketers realize that Rapid Mailer is a powerful, flexible and no-brainer alternative to expensive, restrictive email services that charge high monthly fees...

Click Here to Get IMSC Rapid Mailer for Just $67
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You're in FULL Control
You control every aspect of your email marketing. Rapid Mailer is easy to set up and get started in minutes...

Unlimited Campaigns
We don't like restrictions, so you can create unlimited lists, campaigns and high-power autoresponders...

Full Stats & Tracking
Track your success, progress, opens, clicks and everything you need to with just a click of a mouse...

Paid Mailing Lists
Rapid Mailer’s unique system allows you to create incredibly profitable paid mailing lists with ease...

Don't Get Penalized for Your Own Success...

Doesn't it drive you nuts when you realize the bigger your list is the exponentially more third party services charge you. Even if you don't send out a single email that month, it still costs you EXACTLY the same.

Well, we hate limit's, we hate the restrictions these services place every time we want to import our leads, send our emails and run our business... It's like we have an uninvited business partner.

Well, that's why we built RapidMailer for you. Now, you finally have a choice on how you run your business and you are the one in control of every step.

RapidMailer Has Loads of Powerful Features!

Click Here to Get IMSC Rapid Mailer...
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By running this on your own site you have FULL control of your email campaigns and are not relying on third party services that ultimately control your profit at their whim...

Rapid Importing with No Restrictions
Unlike other autoresponder systems, you can just import your contacts and leads and get started. No messing around with re-confirmation of leads or facing an inquisition about how you built your list...

You can import CSVs or even vCard contacts in a matter of seconds and be ready to mail in just minutes...

Highly Profitable Paid Lists
We offer a powerful and unique feature where you can charge for inclusion on specifics lists. This is a huge opportunity for smart marketers who want to create incredible profit streams fast.

Rapid Mailer can easily integrate with PayPal and 2Checkout for one-off payments or recurring payments...
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We've packed a lot of very high-power features in Rapid Mailer that you would expect from an email system, but we have just scratched the surface... Here's a few more amazing features...

Mobile-Friendly
Create campaigns, send broadcasts and track activity right from your mobile phone, iPad or desktop...

Easy Email Editor
Our built in editor allows you to easily create powerful and beautiful emails that demand attention...

Segmenting & Groups
Easily split, migrate, segment and group your leads and lists as you see fit. Yep, we're that flexible...

Blog Broadcasts
Instantly broadcast your new blog post to all your subscribers with just a few clicks for easy content marketing...

Easy to Use & Customize, Email Marketing Done Right
We have packed a ton of power into Rapid Mailer and many unique features you won't find in any other Autoresponder or Email Management platform.

We not only wanted to make this incredibly powerful but also accessible as well. So, we made this affordable, easy to use, and you can be up and running in just a few minutes...

Awesome Themes and Templates
Create gorgeous emails that make you look more professional than your competitors could dream of. Our theming system is easy to use and you can enhance your brand perception in seconds...

You can also easily create your own themes using our special shortcodes to integrate an existing design fast...
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Our powerful dashboard allows you to see at-a-glance how your campaigns are doing. Get full statistics on your opens, clicks, bounces, unsubscribes and everything else you need for maximizing your campaign's success...

Not only that, you can get detailed statistics for each and every email and easily clone a successful campaign with just a click of a mouse...

Easy Third-Party Sender Integration
Save a fortune and ensure your email reaches the inbox by using any of the fantastic third-party senders like Amazon SES, SendGrid, Mandrill, MailJet and more. You can also easily switch with no disruption to service...

This makes Rapid Mailer one the most adaptive mailing system on the market today...

Send EMails for **FREE** or Pay-as-You Go, Your Choice...
Use your own hosts email system for **FREE** or enhance delivery with third party senders that allow you to pay for what you use... Imagine being able to send 10,000 emails for just $1... **Yep, thats HUGE!**
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We know that many marketers are on a shoestring budget and we respect that, so we made this system so that you can send email for free using your host's built in email sending service...

However, for enhanced deliverability, we support many systems that allow you to just pay for what you use. Don't get caught in the numbers trap that many autoresponder services force you into. With services like Amazon SES and SendGrid you can just pay-as-you-go and pay a fraction of the price that larger services charge.

Many of these third party services are very cost effective. For example, with Amazon SES you can send 10,000 emails for as little as $1... That's not just cost effective, it's a NO-BRAINER

---

Rapid Mailer Makes Sure You REACH the Inbox...

You can have the greatest email campaign in the world with the best offer or service, but if you don't reach the inbox, it's wasted effort... So, we added a ton of features to help with that...

Automated Can Spam Compliance

Dramatically reduce spam complaints by making sure your emails are compliant with Can Spam requirements. You can enable or disable this in your themes...

Batch Sending Avoids Bottlenecks

Our proprietary batch processing sends the amount of email per schedule that YOU want. Send based on your host's requirements or limits...

DKIM Wizard for Digitally Signing Emails

---
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Flexibility is key here... We give you full control of your list building and emailing with your choice of single or double opt-in of your mailing lists.

The DKIM Wizard allows you to digitally sign your emails to verify and validate that you are the owner of those emails and get accepted by many ISPs as valid email...

Auto Import All WordPress Members
If you have 100s or 1000s of members in your WordPress site you can instantly import them into any list of your choice. You have a powerful way to engage and connect with your users with a powerful email system specifically geared toward taking your business to the next level...

Our unique import system requires no extra sign up or confirmation step for your users to minimize drop off...

Easy Squeeze Page Integration
Again, we make everything work as smoothly as possible. You can instantly integrate Rapid Mailer into any modern squeeze page system like OptimizePress 1 or 2, or LeadPages. Our generated sign up code is so simple to use that you can customize it as you need to...
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Powerful Social Media Integration
Want your messages to go viral? No problem! We have you covered there, too. You can embed social media elements directly into your emails with a click. You can also have offline versions of your messages so your recipients can view them directly in their browser...

Not only that, you can post your messages as blog posts if you like... All-in-one content re-purposing at it’s best...

Don't Have a List Yet? We've Got You Covered...
Did you know that over 72% of online marketers don’t have a mailing list? Can you imagine how much money that is left on the table? Well, if you are in that boat, we will show you how to build HUGE lists...

We have training and guides that will help you no only get the ABSOLUTE MOST out of Rapid Mailer but also help you Kick-Start your list building efforts as well...

Even if you have never built a list in your life we have everything you need to get started and build powerful, responsive lists that will have your new email subscribers loving what you do...

Even if you have a great list already, you will get incredible value out of the insights we share...

Click Here to Get IMSC Rapid Mailer...
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Try Rapid Mailer Now for 60-Days Risk Free

We are so confident that you will absolutely love Rapid Mailer that we are offering a full 60-Day, no questions asked, money-back guarantee... We take all the risk so you don’t have to...

Get RapidMailer Now for $197 Just $67

Secure Your Copy of Rapid Mailer and Take Control of Your Email Marketing...

Get Started Now for Just $67

One-Time Only Payment - Includes a Personal 3-Site License
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Frequently Asked Questions & Answers

**Q** Is Rapid Mailer a Monthly Recurring Payment?
No, Rapid Mailer is a one-time fee. Just pay once and you own it for life... There are no tiered costs for how many emails you have in your system or any of the other cost pitfalls that other services place on you...

**Q** How Do I Install Rapid Mailer?
Rapid Mailer is a WordPress plugin and it installs just like any other plugin. This is a very powerful tool and it takes just minutes to install, configure. Once set up, you are ready to go...

**Q** How Many Sites Are We Allowed to Install This On?
IMSC Rapid Mailer is allowed to be installed on 3 personal sites. Personal sites are defined as sites you actually own and are for your purposes. If you need more licenses we do offer a special upgrade after purchase for unlimited personal sites...

**Q** Can I Use My Own Host's Internal Mailing System?
Absolutely, you can use your host to mail out your emails. While we recommend using third-party mailers for maximum results, we do show you how to set this up in the training to use your host instead and how to maximize your results...

**Q** What are the Requirements for Rapid Mailer?
You need to have a self-hosted WordPress site for this WordPress plugin. 99% of good hosts have the minimum requirements which are PHP5.2+, IonCube, and Curl. If you are unsure, please ask your host.

**Q** Do You Provide Training on How to Use Rapid Mailer?
Absolutely! We have a full video series, user guide and much more. We show you every aspect of how to set up, configure and get started with IMSC Rapid Mailer in just minutes. We make it as easy as possible for you to get the absolute most out of this platform...
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